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1 Executive Summary
In the third year, the Bloomen project intensified its community building and
engagement activities, using the strong foundations laid in the two previous years with
diverse dissemination and communication efforts. The latter positioned Bloomen as
a significant European Blockchain initiative and led to many types of stakeholder
contacts (from individuals to industry associations and startups). While continuing
with presentations at events and regular communication, in the final project year
Bloomen focused its efforts to directly involve key stakeholder groups via selforganised events and other industry collaboration activities. This strategy culminated
in the organisation of “Bloomen Week”, a major community event taking place in May
2020 – due to the Covid-19 crisis in a virtual format. This activity not only showed the
project’s results and use case demos to relevant stakeholders, but also included
important market participants from the start-up and business sector. The attendance
and the feedback from industry partners clearly showed the relevance of the findings
in the three use cases, and that Blockchain technologies have the potential to solve
deep rooted challenges for the media asset sector.
In summary, the Bloomen project has made significant impact with its diverse set of
communication, dissemination and community involvement activities, which are
described in this document:
● Active attendance of over 40 industry events with presentations, panel
participation or demo booths, which were attended by approximately over
30,000 participants.
● Publications such as 4 scientific papers, 1 white paper, over 50 blog articles
including stakeholder interviews, 10 email newsletters, 4 videos and 1
brochure.
● Strong mix of project communication tools:
o The Bloomen Website with over 4,500 visits and over 9,000 page views
in the last project year
o Around 500 Tweets and up to 15,000 monthly Twitter Impressions
(127,000 in total across the project duration)
o Social network contacts from the core community, such as 89 followers
on LinkedIn and 160 Twitter followers.
● Nearly 1000 visitors seeing and reading about the project scope on the
Bloomen Week registration pages on GoToWebinar.
● 11 self-organised events: 2 workshops and 2 Pitstop Meetings with over 100
highly targeted, high level attendees and 7 virtual Bloomen Week events with
over 256 registrants and 125 attendees from key target sectors.
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● Diverse exchange or collaboration with music/content rights associations, at
Hackathons, EU concertation actions, other EU projects, standardization
initiatives, academia, blockchain platforms (Alastria), industry associations,
start-ups and conference organisers.
● Development of a diverse cross-sector community related to Blockchain
Technology/Business and the creative Music, Media and Video industry
domains.
Bloomen Week had a clear impact – would we have to choose between an onsite or
virtual event for a highly complex topic like Blockchain media asset management, we
would opt for a virtual event again as a way to reach out to experts and interested
groups across countries.
This document D6.5 has been produced at the end of the final year of the project
(month 36). It is the third in a series of three deliverables, which report on the status
of communication and dissemination activities. Due to the administrative merger of
T6.1 (dissemination and communication) with T6.1 (community involvement and
sustainability), this deliverable also includes a report on community activities and
post-project effects. This deliverable is an update to the initial strategy (D6.2) and two
previous reports (D6.3 and D6.4).
Following an introduction, chapter 3 describes dissemination, communication and
community activities conducted during year 3. Chapter 4 outlines the contacts and
impact achieved during the project, including aspects of sustainability beyond the end
of Bloomen.
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2 Introduction
This chapter describes the project and market context, deliverable purpose and scope,
related work packages or tasks, target audiences and the top-level structure. A final
section provides insight into strategic updates during year 3.

2.1 The Bloomen Project
Bloomen (“Blockchains in the new era of participatory media experience”) is an
innovation action project funded by European Commission under Grant Agreement
No. 762091. The consortium explores and researches how blockchain technology can
be used to manage and track a variety of content, such as music, pictures or WebTV
offerings. Based on three specific media use cases the project currently develops
demonstrators and applications based on blockchain technologies. The project
evaluated how new platforms could allow creators of content to participate in the
digital world in better, easier ways – ideally in combination with high levels of trust,
security and fairness.
The content, media and creative domains involve many different types of
stakeholders, including technologists and developers. For context it should be noted
that the content industry is under pressure to change old models and workflows in
many areas. Ranging from single artists, to employed media creators and senior
decision-makers, a key group for Bloomen are content creators, either as individuals
or organisations. No matter whether large or small, these creators currently face many
challenges how digital content of any kind can be efficiently used, attributed and used
for publication as well as monetisation. In this context, Bloomen aims to provide
Blockchain solutions and inform about their potential use and impact.

2.2 About this Deliverable
This document D6.5 has been produced at the end of year 3 of the Bloomen project
as the third of a series of three deliverables, which report on the status of
communication and dissemination activities. Due to the administrative merger of T6.1
(dissemination and communication) with T6.1 (community involvement and
sustainability), this deliverable also includes a report on community activities and
post-project effects. This deliverable is an update to the initial strategy (D6.2) and two
previous reports (D6.3 and D6.4). For this reason, it is limited to a description of year
3 activities and an overall impact summary for the project.
All Bloomen dissemination activities and materials have been described in detail in
D6.2 (Initial Dissemination and Communication Plan) at Month 3, alongside a
comprehensive dissemination strategy that includes a practical plan for execution.
Due to the existence of D6.2, the first and second status report (D6.3 and D6.4), this
fourth document has been designed as a concise reporting deliverable. It focuses on
providing information on the work done in Year 3 and the overall impact in the context
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of beyond-project sustainability. Readers are advised to refer to D6.2, D6.3 and D6.4
for more detailed information.
The main related task in Work Package 6 is T6.2 (Exploitation Activities and Business
Plans). The former Task T6.4 (Community Involvement and Sustainability) has been
administratively merged with Task 6.1 (Dissemination and Communication Activities).
There is a close relationship with WP5, which implements the three use case pilots,
involving test user communities.
The target audiences for this deliverable are the Bloomen project reviewers as well as
the project consortium. For the consortium the deliverable serves as an overview and
manual on events attended/organised, communication activities and promotional
materials available. Bloomen project partners have contributed in terms of status
updates for their dissemination, communication and community involvement work as
well as respective deliverable input. For Bloomen’s project reviewers and project
officers the document serves as a guide, in order to evaluate ongoing work related to
Dissemination, Communication and Community Involvement.
Following the Executive Summary (1), the deliverable is structured as follows:
Section 2 (Introduction) provides a description of the project background, information
about the deliverable and insight into strategy changes in year 3.
Section 3 (Description of Activities) presents an overview of the work conducted in
the third year, detailing event participation, results dissemination, communication and
community activities.
Section 4 (Impact and Sustainability) provides the schedule of completed tasks,
summarises the contacts and overall impact achieved in Year 3, also describing
anticipated post-project effects.
Section 5 (Conclusion) provides a review of the work completed and an outlook.

2.3 Strategy, Status and Updates
Bloomen’s dissemination and communication strategy presents a structured
approach on how to spread the project’s goals and outcomes. It is accompanied by a
management tool, for tracking activities, partner responsibilities and priorities over the
project’s duration (see chapter 4.1 (Completed Schedule).
Strategic phases
Further, it defines key phases for Bloomen messages and stakeholder groups. The
goal is to maximise the awareness for the project and its results to multiple
stakeholder communities, creating visibility for the project’s benefits and specific
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outcomes. During year 1 the work focuses on information related to the new European
project and practical preparatory activities.
In year 2, awareness related communication objectives are a priority and begin to
involve selected stakeholder communities with an interest in Bloomen’s novel
services.
The last phase in year 3 aims to involve key stakeholder communities across relevant
sectors, i.e. attracting potential users and early adopters for the Bloomen platform and
dApps from the use cases. The focus is on showing business concepts and final
demonstrators, to discuss results, opportunities and potential barriers or learnings. In
Bloomen this phase started with the first Bloomen Pitstop event at the end of year 2.
Activity tracking
In Bloomen, each activity type is listed in a tracking table with assigned and agreed
responsibilities and priorities. Chapter 4.5 in this report discusses this table in more
detail.
From year 2 onwards templates and tracking tables have been used to identify and
record dissemination activities and events from all partners.
Status: End of year 2
The first version of the website (Phase 1) and most of the promotional materials were
produced in year 1. The Bloomen “Quick Screen”, a stand-up display banner, was
produced in the beginning of the second year with usage by all partners in many
conferences and meetings. The second year also saw a major content update of the
website, detailing all interim project results and research activities. Key updates refer
to Bloomen concept and vision, use case descriptions, Bloomen demonstrators,
Bloomen Blockchain solutions and the key innovations.
At the end of year 2, Bloomen had the following materials at its disposal for
dissemination activities: project flyer, PowerPoint template, business card, poster,
scientific poster, generic presentation, quick screen and detailed website information.
These instruments have been widely used at many events, for networking as well as
internally.
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Figure 1: Bloomen Set of Dissemination Materials at the end of Year 2

After establishing Bloomen as a research project in the core community in year 1, in
year 2 the communication shifted towards key audiences and stakeholders at major
industry events. Secondly, it was possible to take advantage of the reach of Twitter, in
order to start a bi-weekly newsletter. The focus moved increasingly towards the
project’s pilots and specific goals as the main topics to discuss and communicate.
The core activities within the second year can be summarised as follows: 1) Additional
dissemination materials (e.g. Banner and Website Update) and 2) ongoing and new
types of communication activities (e.g. active attendance at 19 industry events,
papers, Twitter, blog, newsletter, press coverage, cluster meetings and connection
with industry associations).
Learnings for year 3 and strategic changes
In the first half of year 3 strategic changes were driven by reduced market dynamics
in the Blockchain industry application sector, also in Bloomen’s specific “Media and
Blockchain” area.
Our updated market research during year 3 has shown that - as in previous years Blockchain remains a widely discussed, but complex technology. However, while there
was some “hype” in year 2 about non-crypto currency related use cases and
applications, the general interest in and level of discussion for this subject has been
much reduced during year 3. Less Blockchain related use cases have matured than
expected and many of the “Blockchain & Media” players that we researched in year 1
of the project have either stagnated as businesses, are inactive or disappeared. For
this reason, we have matched our overall goal for communication accordingly:
emphasising our “niche” use case and business questions in the media/creative
sector that require technology solution, without placing “Blockchain” too much in the
center of the communication process. Rather than aiming to reach large quantities of
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generally interested contacts, we focused on highly engaged members of the
communities related to Photo, Music, Video or Blockchain Technologies.
In the second half, the project successfully moved both communication and
community building efforts into the digital and virtual space due to the emerging
Covid-19 crisis, which impacted on the project in its last half year (March – August
2020). For example, a printed brochure was turned into a PDF-version and the
community event Bloomen Week was held as a series of virtual events.
While the pandemic initiated changes, by and large the topics and the goals of the
project could be communicated effectively. Feedback from participants was positive
and encouraging, many expressed a level of positive surprise how far the project got
with the demonstrators and specific findings.
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3 Description of Activities
This chapter presents communication, dissemination and community activities
conducted during year 3 of the project. These entail 1. Bloomen’s active event
participation with presentations or demos, 2. final results dissemination, 3. ongoing
communication work and 4. community involvement activities.

3.1 Event Participation
This chapter describes Bloomen’s active participation in industry events and
conferences, either as invited speaker, panel participant or demonstration at a booth.
This type of activity continued to be an important pillar of the Bloomen dissemination
strategy in year 3 as it combines all aspects, including dissemination,
communication and community involvement.

Figure 2: Illustration of Bloomen Events in Year 3

The Bloomen project researches and lists potentially suitable events and conferences
across Europe. Many of the Bloomen events listed below are subject to a selection
process that starts months before the actual event takes place. In addition to the
events listed in this chapter, which Bloomen attended with active presentations or
demonstrations, the Bloomen consortium also reviewed and discussed a number of
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potentially suitable events and applied to several open calls for speakers. These
events were either rejected as unsuitable for Bloomen’s dissemination purposes or
some of the applications have failed.
For the three events listed below, which were cancelled due to Covid-19 from February
2020 onwards, Bloomen partners had confirmed their participation as speaker or with
an exhibition booth. Although speaking applications and preparation entailed
dissemination effort, a virtual replacement activity was not offered by the organisers.
Name: MWC 2020 (Mobile World Congress)
Date/Location: 24. – 26.02.2020 in Barcelona, Spain
Partner: WLI – confirmed: demo of Bloomen mobile wallet and platform at WLI booth
Website: www.mwcbarcelona.com
Name: International Journalism Festival
Date/Location: 14. – 18. April 2020 in Perugia, Italy
Partner: DW – confirmed: Bloomen Presentation in Blockchain & Journalism session
Website: https://www.journalismfestival.com
Name: Global Media Forum
Date/Location: 6. – 7. 07.2020 in Bonn, Germany
Partner: DW – confirmed: Bloomen and Photo use case presentation at DW
Innovation booth
Website: https://www.dw.com/en/dw-global-media-forum-2020-pluralism-populismjournalism/a-46172890
Since the extent of the Covid-19 crisis and its impact on Bloomen events became clear,
the consortium has taken steps to implement a virtual version of its series of events
“Bloomen Week” (for details see chapter 3.4.7 and deliverable D6.13). Due to the
Covid-19 crisis the consortium aimed to participate in digital conferences, but
opportunities for this were limited. Only BMAT was able to participate in an event
“Compete Caribbean” that was organised as a global virtual pitching session.
3.1.1 Federation of European Publishers
Name: Technology, law and economics: The Rationale (Aldus event)
Date/Location: 12 September 2019 in Athens, Greece
Partner: ATC
The Federation of European Publishers, in collaboration with the Cooperation of Greek
Book Publisher Associations, organised the event “Technology, law and economics:
the rationale”, as part of the FEP Summer Meeting in Athens. Traditionally, publisher
associations needed to understand the evolution of technology, in order to understand
the impact of copyright legislation on the economics of their members.
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Stratos Tzoannos from ATC addressed the topic “Blockchain and the Future of
Licensing – Hype or Reality?”, outlining opportunities and practical experiences
related to how blockchain is disrupting media and entertainment and how it can
support innovation in copyright management. He illustrated the Bloomen project,
presenting all the use cases of the project, with focus on the Photo use case.
The presentation of ATC was covered in detail in an industry news article, published
by ALDUS, the European Bookfair Network (http://www.aldusnet.eu/khub/technology-law-and-economics-the-rationale/).

Figure 3: Twitter Coverage - ATC presentation at the Federation of European Publishers

Figure 4: Mention of Bloomen Presentation in Industry News Article
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3.1.2 Thessaloniki International Fair (ATC)
Name: The 84th Thessaloniki International Fair
Date/Location: 12 – 15 September 2019 in Thessaloniki, Greece
Partner: ATC, Blockachain
Website: https://www.thessalonikifair.gr/en
Blockachain, the joint venture of Athens Technology Center (ATC) and Vidavo, two
leading Greek software and telemedicine companies, participated for the second
consecutive year in the 84th Thessaloniki International Fair (TIF), from September
12th -15th, 2019. Blockachain ’s booth was hosted in the “Digital Greece” Pavilion (No.
12). 2019’s Thessaloniki International Fair focused on the development of start-up
entrepreneurship, innovation and culture, and attracted top companies of the
domestic and the international community.
During the 4-day event, Blockachain presented its innovative solutions in the field of
news, e-health, and big data management and referred to the Bloomen project and the
way it can improve content workflows in the media industry and support better
compensation for creators.
In addition, Thomas Sounapoglou, Senior Software Engineer and Team Leader at
Blockachain, during his presentation about Blockachain on September 12, mentioned
the H2020 project’s goal to explore the use of Blockchain for different media
transactions and develop concepts related to creative content items, distribution,
personalisation, monetisation and copyright management.
263,737 visitors attended the 84th TIF. The 84th TIF, with India as its Honoured
Country, attracted more than 1600 exhibitors, in contrast to 1494 last year, and had 18
international participations.

Figure 5: Blockachain Booth
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Figure 6: Blockachain Presentation

Figure 7: Publicity Artwork for Social Media

3.1.3 Digital Media Asia
Name: Digital Media Asia 2019
Date/Location: 28 – 31 October 2019 in Hong Kong
Partner: ATC
Website: https://events.wan-ifra.org/events/digital-media-asia-2019
Athens Technology Center (ATC) participated in the greatest gathering of the Asian
media industry, Digital Media Asia 2019, organized by the World Association of
Newspapers and News Publishers (WAN-IFRA) in Hong Kong (Oct 29th – 31st).
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During the 3-day event, ATC presented in its booth use cases of blockchain technology
in the media sector that ATC is working on. Specifically, key stakeholders of the Asian
media sector had the chance to get experience of the joined efforts of the Bloomen
consortium, which exploits the use of blockchain for establishing an “economy of
news content”.
Bloomen was mentioned in:
● ATC’s updated brochure ‘ATC in the media sector’ (print and online version) in
the section R&D work, as ‘Copyrighting and monetizing content via blockchain.
Exploit the use of blockchain for establishing an “economy of news content”.
Explore the ability for photographers to be paid through micropayments; making
available their work to many publishers, who can choose a photo to use, based
on photo journalism’s real needs and the feedback for photographer’s work. In
the same framework, blockchain is used in the music industry for improving
claims management and resolution. www.bloomen.io’
● Booth presentations and videos
● ATC’s website & social media
o Twitter
https://twitter.com/atc_gr/status/1189430985680654336
https://twitter.com/atc_gr/status/1188777429537411072
https://twitter.com/atc_gr/status/1187730935489449984
o LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/athens-technology-center_atc-joinswan-ifra-during-the-digital-media-activity-6593504127462985728-x7zB
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/athens-technologycenter_digitalmediaasia-aggregation-verification-activity6594935369429471232-VR8r
o Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/athenstechnologycenter/photos/a.131727
268213291/140522844000400/
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Figure 8: ATC at Digital Media Asia

Figure 9: Publicity Artwork for Social Media

3.1.4 Decentralized
Name: Decentralized 2019
Date/Location: 30.10 – 01.11.2019 in Athens, Greece
Partner: ATC, Blockachain
Website: https://www.decentralized.com
The annual Decentralized conference in Athens is organised from 30/10/2019 to
01/11/2019 by the University of Nicosia, a leading university for blockchain education
and research. The conference has established itself as one of Europe’s main events
on blockchain and digital currencies. Decentralized brings together international
business executives and academic experts to debate current trends and future
developments across different topical conference tracks (Business, Technology and
Academia).
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Stratos Tzoannos from ATC and Thomas Sounapoglou from Blockachain participated
in the conference, representing the Bloomen project. In the frame of the conference
they had the opportunity to present to dozens of participants and speakers how
blockchain technology is used by the Bloomen project in terms of creative content
items and copyright management.
In addition to this, the Bloomen Photo Pilot was included in the formal agenda of the
conference and it was demonstrated by Stratos Tzoannos. The presentation was part
of a use case session under the title: “Data Sovereignty on the Blockachain”.
About 60-70 persons watched the presentation. The feedback from the audience after
the presentation was pretty positive. They were interested in the blockchain
technologies used within the project. Some of them were very positive on how new
value is created by individual citizens and how this fact is related to the verification of
this information before used by the media partners.

Figure 10: ATC Presentation and Twitter Coverage - Decentralized 2019
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3.1.5 Infocom Conference
Name: Full title of event
Date/Location: 5th November 2019 in Nicosia, Cyprus
Partner: ANTENNA
Website: https://infocomcy.com/
INFOCOM is the biggest annual IT & Telecommunications conference in Cyprus. The
300 participants of the event usually consist of CEOs, CFOs, government
representatives, journalists and opinion leaders. In November 2019, the conference
was focused on digital transformation and monetization, under the title “Monetizing
the digital era”. Some of the specific topics discussed/presented are: Cyber Security,
Network resiliency, Transformation architecture, future of broadband, enterprise
cloud, AI, Blockchain and Big Data & Analytics.
ANTENNA was a media sponsor for the conference but also had a presentation with
Michalis Odysseos as the speaker. The presentation was called “BLOOMEN:
Blockchain for creative work” and was with regards to the integration of the Bloomen
tools, APIs with the live website of ANTENNA, ant1.com.cy for the purposes of
streaming video with access only available to Bloomen wallet holders.
With approximately 250 people in the audience, this gave a great boost to the activities
of the Bloomen project, with several attendees following up to ANTENNA during the
breaks, so as to learn more about the solution.
The agenda of the event is here: https://infocomcy.com/11o-infocom-cyprus2019/programma/
The video output that ANTENNA produced for its news segment and includes scenes
and references to the presentation of Michalis Odysseos and Bloomen is here:
https://www.ant1.com.cy/ant1life/life/article/355767/infocom-cyprus-11o-sunedriogia-ton-psifiako-metashimatismo-upo-tin-aigia-tis-up-metaforon-kai-tin-stirixi-touad1/?expandedarticle=true
3.1.6 Convergence
Name: Convergence, the Global Blockchain Congress 2019
Date/Location: 11 – 13 November 2019 in Malaga, Spain
Partner: WLI
Website: https://www.blockchainconvergence.com/
Convergence was the initial edition of an annual congress aimed at becoming the first
truly global blockchain conference, bringing together the worldwide blockchain
community for an intense dialog with regulators, policy makers, industry influencers
and members of the social impact community. The event was organized by the
European Commission, the International Association of Trusted Blockchain
Applications (INATBA), the EU Blockchain Observatory & Forum and Alastria.
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A Worldline representative moderated one of the tables in the event about “Who
Should Manage the Global Standardization of Blockchain”. In this forum, different
examples of sectors needing standardization were given and particularly the case of
the media sector and the Bloomen project, which is in need of these standards to
improve the way to digitize exchanges and collaboration. The event was used to
present the Bloomen project to many different stakeholders, for example to regulators
regarding the tokens used in the Bloomen Wallet.
We received positive feedback and detected a lot of interest in Bloomen, especially in
relation to copyright management and to micro-payments, both from public sector and
private entities.

Figure 11: Manuel Machado, far left, moderating the panel at Convergence 2019
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3.1.7 Fome Symposium
Name: Fome Symposium – Forum Media and Development
Date/Location: 7. – 8.11.2019 in Bonn, Germany
Partner: DW
Website: https://fome.info
The annual FOME Symposium is organised by DW Akademie and the KonradAdenauer-Stiftung, taking place in 2019 in Bonn at Bloomen partner DW’s
headquarters. The focus topic was “Rethinking media development – New actors, new
technologies and new strategies”, including discussions on the future for media
development, related technologies and the new information ecosystem. The event
brought together journalists, media managers, media development specialists,
activists, academics and representatives from government, civil society and private
companies from around the world to exchange their views on this topic. Core
questions at the symposium were:
How can media development succeed in this changing information ecosystem?
What are the most pressing challenges? What new approaches look promising?
How should media development projects work with new innovative players?
What are positive examples of cooperation with start-ups/innovation hubs?
How do tech companies like Facebook, Google and the like come into play?
● How are media development organizations preparing for these changes?
● What are their new strategic priorities?
● What are the most important future issues for media development?
●
●
●
●

DW’s Mirko Lorenz participated as a speaker, providing information about the
Bloomen project and the DW Photo use case in a session on new data and technology
driven journalism developments.
A key finding: The audience consisting of journalist and civic society initiatives
acknowledged the many issues with media asset handling and expressed hope that a
“solution like Bloomen Photo” would become available soon.

Figure 12: FOME 2019 with DW’s Mirko Lorenz – Rethinking Media Development
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3.1.8 Bliss Information Day
Name: BLISS Information Day in Athens
Date/Location: 14. January 2020 in Athens, Greece
Partner: ICCS
Website:
http://blockchain.univ-lyon1.fr/bliss-information-day-in-athens-14thjanuary-2020/
BLISS Information Day was organised in Athens, Greece on Tuesday 14th January
2020. Participants included students, companies from the ICT sector who are involved
in the development of blockchain applications, as well as associations, VET providers
and researchers. EXELIA presented the project results and the VOOC structure that
the BLISS partnership developed.
ICCS participated in this event and made a presentation on how the blockchain
technologies are used in the different use cases of Bloomen.

Figure 13: ICCS presenting at Bliss Information Day

3.1.9 Compete Caribbean
Name: Compete Caribbean – Virtual Pitching Session
Date/Location: 8. – 9.04.2020
Partner: BMAT
Website: www.competecaribbean.org
BMAT participated in a large-scale international Virtual Pitching Event organised by
Compete Caribbean as part of the Blockchain Innovation Initiative (BII). Goncal Calvo
from BMAT presented in a panel about Intellectual Property, also covering the
Bloomen Decentralized Rights Management. The owner of the panel was the
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Association of Caribbean Copyright Societies. The other companies were Emerge and
Consensys, which are well-known in the Blockchain space.
This event from the Blockchain Innovation Initiative entailed:
● 80 speakers from around the globe engaged in meaningful discussions on how
blockchain can solve 7 problems
● 40 pitches from some of the most innovative blockchain companies in the
world - 75% of which from the Caribbean
● More than 5,000 people watching online
● Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC): 2 Caribbean central banks sharing their
progress so far with implementation.
The event was covered on Twitter and live-streamed in Compete Caribbean’s
Facebook page.

Figure 14: Twitter Mention of the BMAT Presentation
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Figure 15: Screenshots of the Virtual Session by BMAT

Figure 16: Compete Caribbean - Event Programme and BMAT Session

3.1.10 Athens Music Week
Name: Athens Music Week
Date/Location: 16. – 21.06.2020
Partner: KENDRAIO
Website: http://athensmusicweek.gr/events/nextstagechallenge-or-how-a-europeanmusic-industry-hackathon-was-launched-during-lockdown/
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Kendraio spoke about key learnings with the Next Stage Challenge alongside the
organisers at the “phygital” version of Athens Music Week, an international music
conference and live music festival in Athens, Greece. For more details of this event,
see chapter 3.5.3 (Communication and Collaboration Related to Music Rights).

Figure 17: Virtual Athens Music Week Event with Kendraio

3.2 Results Dissemination
This section summarises the activities conducted in year 3 that were focused on
highlighting, disseminating and documenting the project outcomes at the end of the
project.
3.2.1 Brochure
The final Bloomen Project brochure was created in March 2020 with the goal to be
used for the marketing of Bloomen Week as well as dissemination or exploitation
activities by each partner. It summarises the project and its key outcomes on a 2-fold
digital PDF-brochure. The copytext was chosen to remain meaningful after the project
has been completed. Following the Covid-19 crisis it was decided to create a digital
rather than printed project brochure.
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Figure 18: The Bloomen Project Brochure

3.2.2 Website Content Update
In the last project months, DW updated the Bloomen Website to focus it more on
results. This entailed a restructuring of the website sections, a new home page and
several new sections in order to make the project results more prominent and more
accessible.
The new home page features a header that promotes Bloomen results: “We are ready
to show the outcomes of this research project”. It also facilitates direct access to the
use case sections from the Teaser-Carousel and each carousel item features the
headline “Results from this Research Project”. These features make it easier for first
time visitors to navigate directly to the use case results they are interested in.
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Figure 19: New Website Approach to Highlight Project Outcomes

The updated Resources Section (http://bloomen.io/resources/) of the Bloomen
Website provides easy access to results of the project, e.g. project deliverables and
other materials such as the Bloomen White Paper and digitally available Scientific
Papers from partner ICCS/NTUA.
In addition, the updated website offers a new section in the main menu called Bloomen
Week Documentation (http://bloomen.io/documentation/), which has been created to
provide direct access to all digital session video recordings (for a detailed description
see chapter 4.3.3 and D6.13).
3.2.3 Videos
Bloomen created a number of videos that showcase the final project, use case and
hackathon results in the format of presentations given at Bloomen Week. These are
presented on the Bloomen website and placed in the context of information from other
start-ups and stakeholders, therefore increasing the chance that the content is viewed.
The videos ensure that the entire context and the presentations from the event are
available in a way that is easy to access and to keep online, even after the end of this
research project.
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Figure 20: Example Videos: Bloomen Results

3.2.4 Scientific Papers
In the third year of the project, Bloomen partner ICCS produced two further academic
papers. A detailed description is provided below.
First Paper: Know Your Customer (KYC) Implementation with Smart Contracts on a
Privacy-Oriented Decentralized Architecture
This scientific paper was published on 24 February in the “Future Internet” journal
(Volume 12, Issue 2). Future Internet (ISSN 1999-5903) is a scholarly peer-reviewed
open access journal on Internet technologies and the information society,
published monthly online by the academic publisher MDPI. The paper is accessible
here: https://www.mdpi.com/1999-5903/12/2/41.
Abstract:
Enterprise blockchain solutions attempt to solve the crucial matter of user privacy,
albeit that blockchain was initially directed towards full transparency. In the context
of Know Your Customer (KYC) standardization, a decentralized schema that enables
user privacy protection on enterprise blockchains is proposed with two types of
developed smart contracts. Through the public KYC smart contract, a user registers
and uploads their KYC information to the exploited IPFS storage, actions interpreted
in blockchain transactions on the permissioned blockchain of Alastria Network.
Furthermore, through the public KYC smart contract, an admin user approves or
rejects the validity and expiration date of the initial user’s KYC documents. Inside the
private KYC smart contract, CRUD (Create, read, update and delete) operations for the
KYC file repository occur. The presented system introduces effectiveness and time
efficiency of operations through its schema simplicity and smart integration of the
different technology modules and components. This developed scheme focuses on
blockchain technology as the most important and critical part of the architecture and
tends to accomplish an optimal schema clarity.
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Figure 21: Paper from ICCS in Year 3 (Future Internet Journal)

Second Paper: Consortium Blockchain Smart Contracts for Musical Rights
Governance in a Collective Management Organizations (CMOs) Use Case
This second scientific paper was published jointly by ICCS, ATC, BMAT and WLI in year
3 in the Future Internet Journal and is cited below and available here:
: https://www.mdpi.com/1999-5903/12/8/134
Kapsoulis, N.; Psychas, A.; Palaiokrassas, G.; Marinakis, A.; Litke, A.; Varvarigou, T.;
Bouchlis, C.; Raouzaiou, A.; Calvo, G.; Escudero Subirana, J. Consortium Blockchain
Smart Contracts for Musical Rights Governance in a Collective Management
Organizations (CMOs) Use Case. Future Internet 2020, 12, 134.
Abstract:
Private and permissioned blockchains are conceptualized and mostly assembled for
fulfilling corporations’ demands and needs in the context of their own premises. This
paper presents a complete and sophisticated end-to-end permissioned blockchain
application for governance and management of musical rights endorsed by smart
contract development. In a music industry use case, this disclosed solution monitors
and regulates conflicting musical rights of diverse entities under a popular
permissioned distributed ledger technology network. The proposed implementation
couples various and distinct business domains across the music industry
organizations and non-profit blockchain associations.
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Figure 22: Second Paper from ICCS, ATC, BMAT and WLI in year 3 (Future Internet Journal)

3.2.5 White Paper
The Bloomen White Paper “Blockchain for Creative Content Management – Bloomen
EU Project” was published at the end of year 3 by partner ICCS with input from other
Bloomen partners. The main aim of this document is to summarise and disseminate
Bloomen results for a generic target group (business, technology and blockchain).
The White Paper describes the blockchain-enabled framework to improve content
workflows in the media industry and support better compensation for creators. Based
on an overview of the Bloomen use cases, there is a detailed description of each
application and use case (Music, Photo and Video). This is followed by an outline of
the Bloomen Architectural Solution supporting the use cases.
The conclusion chapter from the White Paper is provided here:
An important aspect of the project pilots was to validate Bloomen use cases from a
business point of view. The consortium has validated, through the implementation of
pilots, if the proposed solutions have addressed and solved particular problems of the
media industry more efficiently than other solutions. Based on its advanced approach
for designing and implementing a blockchain approach and the related smart contracts
for facilitating the needs of media industry use cases, the Bloomen solution offers
valuable support to companies that want to share their data to external users in a
controlled way that is able to satisfy given business processes. Bloomen results allow
the media industry stakeholders to define and deploy new business models for their
service offering and new features which increase the level of transparency, copyright
management, Know Your Customer procedures, and monetization (e.g. through mobile
wallets using crypto tokens).
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Figure 23: Screenshots from the Bloomen White Paper (Selected Pages)

3.2.6 Results Articles
Towards the end of the project, Bloomen published a series of articles on its News
Blog related to selected project outcomes from ATC, DW and Kendraio. Other partners
such as BMAT and ANTENNA focused on articles related to their community
engagement activities and interviews with stakeholders.
The results related articles can be found here:
● Blockchain and Media – An important Combination for ATC
● Kendraio App: A Framework for Dashboards and Admin Interfaces
● Bloomen Photo: Insight into the Future of Direct Photo Exchange

Figure 24: Example Articles on Project Outcomes from DW, ATC and Kendraio
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3.2.7 Project Press Release
Key outcomes and results of the Bloomen Project are summarised in a press release,
which will be published by Coordinator Worldline during the month of September,
shortly after completion of the project. An earlier publication in July or August was not
suitable as the holiday would reduce the impact of this activity.
3.2.8 Results Documentation
The Bloomen Project published approved public deliverables on its Website in a
dedicated menu section. This includes software deliverables with information on the
free open access software that has been made available This collection will be
completed with the final set of deliverables as soon as they are approved in the final
review.
This documentation area also contains links to the digitally available scientific papers
from ICCS, which are related to Bloomen work and results. Further, it provides access
to the Bloomen White Paper and a cross-link to the Bloomen Week documentation
page with event videos.
Following the completion of Bloomen’s community event “Bloomen Week” the full
recordings of the digital sessions were made available on the Bloomen Website in a
special “Bloomen Week Documentation” area (June 2020). This section provides the
event videos with associated start-times for each presentation. This enables users to
navigate directly to the presentation of interest, including the demos of the Use Case
applications from DW, BMAT and ANT.
Towards the final days of Bloomen the results pages will be re-structured and reedited, as to clearly communicate that the project has ended – but in a way that invites
to check the results and contact project members, if there is interest.

Figure 25: Bloomen Week Documentation Page and Recordings on the Bloomen Website
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3.3 Communication
This chapter describes the general, ongoing communication activities in year 3, such
as the Twitter channel, news blog, newsletter, the LinkedIn profile and the major
marketing campaign for Bloomen Week events. With a stronger focus on results
dissemination and community engagement, the communication activities partially
reflected and supported these efforts. They were also essential to build parts of the
Bloomen Community during the course of the project.
For metrics and performance information related to Bloomen’s communications
efforts, see chapter 4.
3.3.1 Twitter Channel
In year 3, Bloomen continued to regularly post Tweets about its own events, project
activities, Blockchain news or other EU project activities. This includes retweets and
in some cases conversations, with a view to engage with members of Bloomen’s
Twitter community or other related Twitter users. Bloomen also follows a diverse set
of Twitter accounts. This community of Twitter followers and contacts being followed
has been growing regularly and proved to be highly relevant for the marketing of
Bloomen Week and other community events.
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Figure 26: The Bloomen Twitter Channel

There was an observable change in interest regarding blockchain technologies
between 2018 and 2020. A temporary hype around Blockchain and specifically crypto
currencies was present at the start, but interest of wider audiences faded away
quickly. Bloomen, being focused on research on Blockchain technology in a non-crypto
field focused on reaching a dedicated, specific audience via Twitter. It helped that
BMAT is already an established company in this particular niche market, though on
music, not as much for photos and videos.
3.3.2 News Blog
In year 3, as in previous years, Bloomen posted articles on the Bloomen Website. By
the end of the project Bloomen has more than 50 articles. In this third year, the project
authored over 18 blog articles, which also covered partners’ project results as well as
Bloomen community events and engagement activities (e.g. interviews with
stakeholders or collaboration between use cases and industry partners).
The editorial team took extra care that new visitors have a chance to understand the
goals, the structure and – finally – the outcome of the project as easily as possible.
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Figure 27: Bloomen Blog Posts Published in Year 3 (Selection)

3.3.3 Email-Newsletter
The Bloomen project published 10 issues of its specialised, topical newsletter
“MediaBlocks” during the second year of the project. This instrument was described
in detail in the last report D6.4. It was designed to help build the Bloomen Community
and to reach a dedicated audience of interested stakeholders, who have actively
decided to subscribe to receive this kind of information from the Bloomen Project.
The bi-monthly publication covered both Bloomen project news and general
Blockchain/Media developments. Although the newsletter’s subscribers had grown
with every issue and it achieved a good number of “unique opens”, its overall reach of
subscribers remained low. At the beginning of year 3 it was decided to halt publication
as the given reach was not sufficient to justify the extensive required resources to
produce this type of specialized content.
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Figure 28: Bloomen LinkedIn Channel

3.3.4 LinkedIn
In comparison to the main network Twitter, content on LinkedIn focused on presenting
the project on this platform with a link to the Bloomen website and keywords. It also
served as one of the instruments to build the Bloomen Community, resulting in 89
contacts by the end of the project. LinkedIn worked well as a corresponding channel
to Twitter. While Twitter allowed to present the Bloomen use cases to a wider
audience, LinkedIn is more driven by corporate and business concerns.

Figure 29: Bloomen LinkedIn Channel
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During Bloomen Week, the LinkedIn channel was also used to promote the different
events, e.g. by re-publishing information articles. This resulted in notifications and
further followers.

Figure 30: Bloomen LinkedIn Communication

3.3.5 Promotion Campaign for Bloomen Week
In order to attract subscribers for Bloomen Week, the project conducted a major
communication campaign with direct emails and across its own digital channels
(Twitter, LinkedIn, Website and the GoToWebinar tool). This is described in detail in
deliverable D6.13 – Bloomen Week.
Although the campaign served these specific events, it was also designed as a
communication tool for the Bloomen Project as a whole. Bloomen Week generated
thousands of contacts with members of the Bloomen communities before, during and
after the Bloomen Week events. It is this aggregation of contacts across diverse
marketing and communication channels that created a significant impact for the
Bloomen Project and its results. Prior to the events taking place, nearly 1000 people
(938) clicked on the Registration Link to see the registration page. Further, there were
significantly increased contacts via the Bloomen website on dedicated event
information pages, on the Bloomen Twitter Channel which featured specific marketing
Tweets and also on LinkedIn. Post event contacts were generated with follow-up
emails, Tweets and an online documentation with event recordings and presentations
on the Bloomen website.
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Figure 31: Examples for Bloomen Week Communication

3.4 Collaboration and Standardisation (ICCS)
This chapter describes the general activities that took place during year 3, regarding
collaboration and standardization activities. With a stronger focus on results
collaboration, it was the main target of the consortium to establish possible
collaboration synergies that could further boost the effectiveness of Bloomen
findings, while the standardization activities can guarantee a much wider uptake of
those results. Such activities were also essential to build parts of the Bloomen
Community during the course of the project.
3.4.1 Collaboration Activities
During the last year, partner ICCS/NTUA had the chance to promote the collaboration
with student initiatives from the Electrical and Computer Engineering department of
National Technical University of Athens. ICCS – through its communication channels
in academia – has introduced several of the Bloomen tools and capabilities to young
developers. ICCS also organised a local "Appathon" in Athens (website in Greek) where
four other EU projects were introduced, and thus supported the next steps towards a
developers community with a collaboration perspective on Bloomen’s final results.
Additionally, ICCS/NTUA has identified general collaboration activities with other
universities. One example is the collaboration with the University of Nicosia, which
organised the conference/exhibition "Decentralized 2019". It is the largest and most
in-depth conference of its kind in Europe. The University of Nicosia has long
considered blockchain technology to be a fundamental technological breakthrough
with significant financial and societal implications and selected it as one of its three
interdisciplinary priorities across all schools and departments. The academic track
welcomes research contributions that arise from various fields of blockchain
technology with the potential of shaping our present and creating alternative futures.
It covers broadly the many aspects of theoretical and applied traits of decentralized
ledgers to complement the main conference programme of the event. ICCS/NTUA
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plans to further strengthen the liaison with the University of Nicosia and jointly work
on sessions of the specific international conference.
3.4.2 Standardisation Activities
Partner ICCS/NTUA explored standardization opportunities by adopting industry
standards especially during the incubation and the implementation phases of the
Music Use Case. In particular, ICCS/NTUA exploited the International Standard
Recording Code (ISRC), codified as ISO 3901, along with the International Standard
Musical Work Code (ISWC) or ISO 15707. The use of ISRC in the music industry serves
singular identification of sound and video recordings under an international standard
code. An ISRC determines a distinct recording, particularly being a sound recording in
the Bloomen case. Thus, when recordings are remastered or revised in other ways,
they are assigned a new ISRC, while no linking occurs with previous edits. Furthermore,
disparate recordings, versions, and remixes of the same musical work should each
have their own ISRC. Musical works are identified by an ISWC and they include the
composition, the stakeholders and the lyrical content, while they link to other works
that this ISWC is derivative of. The use of ISWC is primarily for administrative and
cataloguing purposes and work identification in legal contracts. It is considered as a
vital benefit for the wider adoption of Bloomen results that the specific standards have
been adopted for the Music Use Case, as these are widely used by the respective
community.

3.5 Community Building and Involvement
During the project Bloomen has built a cross-sector community for “Blockchain and
Creative Work” with a general interest in Blockchain Technologies and in particular
related to the benefit for Photos, Music and Video. The following instruments have
been applied to build this community, where Bloomen’s own community events played
a major role.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Attendees/networking related to Bloomen’s conference presentations
Exhibition booths and networking events
Conducting interviews with key stakeholders (blog posts)
Recruitment of expert industry panellists for Bloomen Week
Project collaborations by partners
Internal collaboration with expert staff in partners’ organisations
Bloomen Pitstop Meeting #1
Bloomen Pitstop Meeting #2 (Blockchain and Media Ideathon)
Bloomen Photo Day / Music Day / Video Day (Bloomen Week)
Bloomen Hackathon
Bloomen Industry Workshop
Bloomen Academic Workshop
Twitter followers
LinkedIn contacts
Newsletter subscribers
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Bloomen’s “Blockchain and Creative Work” community is made up of diverse
categories, which are naturally also related to Bloomen’s different use cases and
technology partners. The table below lists and explains these categories, with
reference to some of Bloomen’s community related activities.
Computer Science
Academics and
Students
Blockchain Academics
and Students
Technologists and
Developers
Blockchain Industry and
Business Professionals

E-Payment Sector
Professionals
Music Industry
Professionals
Media and News
Journalism
Professionals
Television and Video
Professionals
Technology Innovation
Experts
Start-ups
Industry Associations
and Initiatives
Related EU Research
Projects and Blockchain
initiatives
Legal or Tax
Professionals
General public
Trade Conference
Organisers

Researchers, lecturers and students in the fields of Computer Science,
Software and Advanced Technologies, e.g. as taught by partner ICCS/NTUA
and involved in the Bloomen Hackathon.
Researchers, lecturers and students in specific Blockchain degree courses,
e.g. as offered by the University of Cyprus with which Bloomen had a close
community collaboration.
Freelance or employed software and app developers as well as technology
managers or experts, e.g. who attended Bloomen conference presentations,
meetings, Hackathons or events – across all domains (Blockchain, Music,
Media and Video).
General experts, technologists or sales managers in the field of Blockchain,
with whom especially partner WLI had close relationships (also via the
Blockchain platform ALASTRIA), but who also attended Bloomen conference
presentations, workshops or Bloomen Week. Especially sales related
managers followed Bloomen on LinkedIn.
Specialists in the e-payment sector, which attended events and workshops
organised by partner WLI.
Music content, business and technology managers as well as music rights
specialists, e.g. who attended presentations by BMAT/KENDRAIO and the
Bloomen Music Day.
Digital media experts, journalists, photo editors, photographers and media
innovation managers, e.g. who attended presentations by DW and Bloomen
Photo Day.
WebTV and Streaming business, technology and premium content rights
managers, e.g. who attended presentations by ANT and Bloomen Video Day.
Experts in new technology development and related new apps and
workflows, e.g. in the area of Blockchain, who exist across all Bloomen
domains ((Blockchain, Music, Media and Video).
Founders and start-up CEOs/Managers in the area of Blockchain or
Music/Media/Video Technology, who attended respective Bloomen events,
e.g. the Bloomen Ideation or Bloomen Week.
Event and research/strategy related staff in diverse associations and
initiatives, which played a part in Bloomen events or Bloomen conference
presentations – across all Bloomen domains.
EU project meetings or EU concertation actions, which were attended by
Bloomen partner WLI as well as other partners.
Specialist in Blockchain related law, regulation or tax, which attended the first
Pitstop meeting.
Viewers of TV news reports distributed by ANTENNA after the Bloomen
Pitstop Events.
Programme and topical experts of major conferences across all Bloomen
domains, who liaised with Bloomen partners regarding their presentation at
industry conferences.

These diverse categories are also reflected by Bloomen’s Twitter followers, who
mainly come from fields such as:
● Blockchain Technology / Software Development
● Blockchain platforms and businesses
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Music Technology
Music Industry
Media, Journalism, Publishing or Television Industry
Start-ups and Entrepreneurs
Technology Innovation and Labs
Associations, Initiatives or European Research Projects

The table below maps these categories against Bloomen partners to approximately
show the distribution of community contacts and community building efforts across
the consortium.
WLI

ATC

ICCS

KENDRAIO

BMAT

DW

ANT

Computer Science Academics and Students
Blockchain Academics and Students
Technologists and Developers
Blockchain Industry Professionals
E-Payment Sector Professionals
Music Industry Professionals
Media and News Journalism Professionals
Television and Video Professionals
Technology Innovation Experts
Start-ups
Industry Associations and Initiatives
EU research Projects and Blockchain Initiatives
Legal or Tax Professionals
General Public
Trade Conference Organisers
Figure 32: The Bloomen Community Structure

3.5.1 Stakeholder Contacts
Via its social network tools such as Twitter or LinkedIn as well as many expert
interviews, conference networking sessions and own community events Bloomen has
been in touch with, or was contacted by, a number of stakeholder contacts. For
business confidentiality and data protection reasons they are not named here.
3.5.2 Communication and Collaboration with Alastria
This is a top-level description of how Bloomen cooperates with Alastria to realise
project results and impact. This in-depth cooperation with Alastria was chosen rather
than co-operating with the group of Fiware projects and other initiatives as mentioned
in the DoW for T6.1.
The choice to cooperate with Alastria has been a successful one since it has provided
far more benefits than initially expected. Among these benefits are the following (not
to be taken as an exhaustive list):
● Access to a robust Blockchain infrastructure with a service (up time, number of
nodes interconnected, time to process transactions, optimized validation
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algorithm and advanced governance) difficult to rival with almost no cost, since
Worldline is already a member of the consortium.
● Work with an organization that is the biggest Blockchain consortium in Europe
and that cooperates with the EU and other international bodies in adaptation to
current law (copyrights, GDPR, etc.), standardization/normalization, research
and implementation of solutions to bring Europe to the leading Blockchain
position. This provides the Bloomen project not only with access to the latest
advancements in the area but also visibility of trends and the assurance that
the infrastructure the solution is based on is compliant with highest EU
standards.
● Access to different stakeholders in the industry, with particular attention to the
recent creation of a Communication Vertical committee at Alastria with whom
we are currently negotiating the development of use cases upon the Bloomen
platform.
● Finally, the fact that Bloomen runs over the Alastria infrastructure may provide
us with a cost-efficient way to ensure that the Bloomen solution continues
working even after the project concludes at Q3 2020. The previous point may
even ensure that it works with a dedicated use case for some extra time.
3.5.3 Communication and Collaboration Related to Music Rights
Partner Kendraio attended a number of events and communicated with music and
copyright related initiatives for the purpose of community building (see deliverable
D6.4 for details). This work was continued in year 3 with several activities, which are
described below:
1) Kendraio collaboration with Teosto
Kendraio entered into a collaboration with Teosto, the Collective Management
Organisation of Finland, in February 2020. The goal of the partner project is to improve
the usability of Teosto's API for musical works and create user interfaces to help with
data exchange. For more information see the joint press release.

Figure 33: Press Release from Teosto about the Collaboration
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2) Kendraio at the NextStageChallenge Hackathon
In May 2020, Kendraio was selected to join the NextStageChallenge Hackathon, an
initiative dedicated to finding solutions for the music industry during the COVID-19
pandemic and beyond. Kendraio participated as part of the ‘value track’ and was able
to meet with and learn from many leading music industry professionals. At the end of
the week-long hackathon, Kendraio was chosen as one of 6 winners and was invited
to participate in a six-week accelerator programme, organised by Wallifornia Music
Tech.

"Over 450 participants, 39 different countries involved, 80 projects submitted and
more than 75 mentors. Over the past 2 weeks, #NextStageChallenge has been more
than an online hackathon: it became a great community of brilliant creative people,
coming from very different backgrounds, that fostered knowledge exchange and quick
and lasting solution to support the music industry. During the final open pitch session,
the six winning participants will be invited to present their projects in front of the
#NextStageChallenge Community before diving into the 6-week acceleration
experience they gained access too."
Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/546028006102914/

3) Kendraio at Wallifornia Music Tech 2020
After winning the Next Stage Challenge Hackathon, Kendraio was invited to be a part
of the six-week accelerator programme organised by LeanSquare, a VC fund based in
Liège, Belgium. During the accelerator, Kendraio was able to get in-depth coaching on
topics surrounding entrepreneurship, as well as make important connections with
mentors and fellow innovators in the music industry. The goal of this accelerator
programme was a 3-minute pitch in front of a live audience of attendees and a jury of
investors.
Organized by LeanSquare, a VC fund based in Liège, this program aims to support the
most promising international MUSIC+TECH & ESPORT+TECH start-ups.
20 start-ups will be selected to be part of the program. Teams will be individually
coached by experienced entrepreneurs and music & e-sport industry experts in order to
set up a financial dossier and potentially raise funds by presenting their projects in front
of a panel of investors.
The program will kick off with a series of workshops focused on entrepreneurship,
innovation and communication. These workshops will cover topics including sales,
negotiations, investors relations, growth hacking, digital strategy, communications and
storytelling.
Be part of the best MUSIC+TECH & ESPORT+TECH start-up program in Belgium!
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Source: https://walliforniamusictech.com/acceleration-program/
Pitch
day
video
(Kendraio
at
around
1:11:00):
https://www.facebook.com/walliforniamusictech/videos/407411046843209/
4) Kendraio at Athens Music Week
Kendraio was also invited to speak about their experiences and key learnings with the
Next Stage Challenge alongside the organisers at the “phygital” version of Athens
Music Week, an international music conference and live music festival in Athens,
Greece.
About Athens Music Week: Athens Music Week (AMW) is a multifaceted music event
created to support music education, enhance the sustainable development of local and
regional music business, and create opportunities for music professionals to access
international audiences.
Source: http://athensmusicweek.gr/about-2020
About the event: 39 countries, 75 top industry professionals & more than 500 applicants
came together to find innovative, quick & lasting solutions to meet the current challenges of
the live music industry. NSC organizers, participants and mentors will share takeaways and
key learnings from the first phase of this pan-European collaborative project.
Source: http://athensmusicweek.gr/events/nextstagechallenge-or-how-a-european-musicindustry-hackathon-was-launched-during-lockdown

3.5.4 Bloomen Pitstop #2 - Ideathon
Name: Bloomen Blockchain and Media Ideathon
Date/Location: 23. – 24.01.2020 in Nicosia, Cyprus
Partner: ANT / ALL
Website: www.bloomenideathon.com
Deliverable: D6.11 (Second Bloomen Pitstop)
On the 23rd and 24th of January, academics, professionals and individuals from the
community gathered at the Bloomen Blockchain and Media IDEAthon at the Semeli
Hotel, Nicosia, Cyprus, which was organised by the Bloomen consortium and
facilitated by ANTENNA. The goal of the event was to bring people together to present
ideas around topics related to Blockchain and media, particularly with regard to
Bloomen’s research activities.
The event had its own website (www.bloomenideation.com), conducted pre-event
marketing on social media and through local channels as well as post-event coverage
on Bloomen’s dissemination channels, including two news articles. It was also
captured by ANTENNA for TV and digital coverage with an estimated 100,000 people
who had the chance to see relevant broadcasts. International aspects were covered
by the participation from other countries such as Russia, multinational players such
as Oracle and the diverse set of Bloomen consortium partners. Digital communication
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and dissemination activities organised for this event are presented and illustrated in
detail in Deliverable D6.11 (Second Bloomen Pitstop).
The two-day event was split into two parts. The first one entailed presentations from
the Bloomen consortium, regarding the use cases on copyrights management in
Music, Photo and WebTV, the technical implementations as well as the more business
oriented aspects and the Alastria blockchain environment that the consortium
solutions are built on. This half-day session was followed by discussions, idea
preparations, mentoring and pitch coaching. The second part was a 1.5-day Ideathon,
where groups were set up in order to create ideas around the topics of blockchain and
media. The ideas covered many different aspects of the blockchain and media
industry, ranging from copyrights management to certifications of ownership and
deep technical blockchain implementations. The ideathon entailed a total of 5 pitches
and an established judge panel to assess the presentations. A prize of €1,000 was
awarded to the winning team, enabled by the sponsorship/support of the event by two
important businesses that operate in Cyprus (Logicom Solutions and Oracle).

Figure 34: Bloomen Blockchain and Media Ideathon

3.5.5 Bloomen Workshop for Industry
Name: Workshop at Worldline Techforum eXplore
Date/Location: 29 January 2019 in Madrid, Spain
Partner: Worldline
The Worldline TechForum eXplore is an event organised to share the different
initiatives ongoing within the Worldline group related to the innovation community of
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Worldline, both technical and business development. The 2019 edition had around 200
attendees from several countries in Europe.
At this event, WLI presented in a workshop the whole Bloomen project as well as the
three use cases. WLI also gave a demo of the WebTV wallet app outside of the main
presentation hall and developed an ad-hoc gamification app, based on the WebTV
solution, to motivate participants to engage with the content presented in the
workshop.
The return from the attendees was very positive, both from the technical and business
perspective. In addition, several potential collaboration links were established with
working groups. Further, media sector companies currently working with Worldline
were identified and, thanks to this event, WLI got in touch with them to exchange ideas
about potential collaboration around the Bloomen value proposition.

Figure 35: Manuel Machado, from Worldline, introducing the Bloomen Project and its applications

3.5.6 Bloomen Workshop for Academia
Name: Bloomen Academic Workshop on Blockchain Technology
Date/Location: 21.5.2019 in Athens, Greece
Partner: ICCS
ICCS/NTUA organised an event about Blockchain, decentralized applications and a
presentation of how the Bloomen use cases exploit Blockchain technology. This event
had two parts: 1. A detailed introduction on blockchain principles including the
underlying cryptography, mechanisms of public and private keys, different platforms,
decentralised applications and related research topics, and 2. A presentation with
hands on experience of the Bloomen use cases, smart contracts and developed tools.
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This half-day event took place in NTUA premises and was attended mostly by
undergraduate, postgraduate students and researchers of the School of Electrical and
Computer Engineering.
3.5.7 Bloomen Week – Series of Events
Name: Bloomen Week
Date/Location: 25 – 29 May, Virtual Event
Partner: DW / ALL
Bloomen Week has been described in its own deliverable D6.13, which covers the
event concept, the strategic approach, a visual description of each event and
information on the marketing campaign and overall contacts reached (impact).
Bloomen Week was a major community event organised by the Bloomen project
consortium towards the end of the project. Due to the Covid-19 crisis it was held in the
format of a series of virtual events throughout the week 25 – 29 May. The main goal
was to showcase Bloomen project results, concepts and applications to key
stakeholder communities in the context of other related solutions in the market. The
main target communities were the Photo, Music and Video Sectors connected to the
Bloomen use cases as well as Blockchain Technology.
For Bloomen Week, the consortium produced a total of 6 live virtual events, totalling
11 hours of curated, interactive webinar content. The week featured three separate
topic “days” (the Photo Day, the Music Day and the Video Day) as well as a 2-day
Hackathon. These targeted events entailed a diverse set of presentations, application
demos and Q&A sessions. In 2-hour virtual sessions they showed the project results
and demos from Bloomen partners (across all use cases) as well as featuring
solutions from external speakers, who represented important market participants.
Examples are Copytrack, Photochain, Relevator, Blòkur or the Institute of the Future
(University of Nicosia). The Bloomen Hackathon focused on Blockchain applied to the
Media/Creative sector, entailing four separate events: 1. Hackathon Kick-Off, 2.
Hackathon Info Day, the main Hackathon Day and the Hackathon Award Ceremony.
The Hackathon Info Day featured Bloomen partners explaining their use case
applications and business concepts.
The target communities were well represented among 265 registrants and 125
attendees, which was due to targeted marketing activities to key stakeholder groups
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and contacts, led by Bloomen use case partners and DW. The average interest rating
at 77% for the attendees across all virtual events was at the higher end, the same
applies to an above average attentiveness rating (69%). Bloomen Week was attended
by representatives from the following target sectors: 1. News Media and Journalism,
2. Photographers and Photography Platforms, 3. Blockchain and Technology
Innovation, 4. Music/Creative, 5. Music Technology, 6. TV/Video, 7.
Education/Research and Financial Industry/Incubators. Attendees included start-ups
and representatives from major platforms or music labels.
The image below provides an overview of the Bloomen Week series of events, as
presented on the Bloomen website.

Figure 36: Bloomen Week Overview

Bloomen Week featured a variety of moderators and hosts from the Bloomen
consortium, seven external panellists from Blockchain related businesses or start-ups
and participants in the Hackathon. This diversity of actors from different communities
is visualised in the image below.

Figure 37: Bloomen Week in Visuals
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4 Impact and Sustainability
The first section of this chapter outlines the overall impact achieved. The second
section presents the now completed activity tracking table that has been used
throughout the Bloomen project to guide partners in their dissemination,
communication and community tasks. This is followed by a summary of the impact
metrics achieved for Bloomen’s event participation, self-organised community events
and key communication channels. The final section outlines objectives for the postproject period and describes instruments to achieve sustainability.

4.1 Impact Summary
During the entire project, Bloomen used a diversity of approaches to reach out to
relevant audiences, both in the scientific community, the business community and the
general public. This work resulted in a large number of communication impressions –
from reaching several thousand conference attendees directly with presentations, to
generating Twitter followers, reaching steady volumes of website visits, collecting
LinkedIn contacts as well as digital event and newsletter subscribers.
The set of metrics presented in the chapter below shows that the Bloomen project
continued to make significant impact with its diverse set of communication,
dissemination and community involvement activities described in this document – in
particular through its priority communication channel “events” and the major, selforganised community event “Bloomen Week”. These activities raised awareness of
the existence of the Bloomen project, provided information about research and
innovation concepts and presented emerging results/demos as they were delivered.
The key activities and metrics are:
● Active attendance of over 40 industry events with presentations, panel
participation or demo booths, which were attended by approximately over
30,000 participants.
● Publications such as 4 scientific papers, 1 white paper, over 50 blog articles
including stakeholder interviews, 10 email newsletters, 4 videos and 1
brochure.
● Strong mix of project communication tools:
o The Bloomen Website with over 4,500 visits and over 9,000 page views
in the last project year
o Around 500 Tweets and up to 15,000 monthly Twitter Impressions
(127,000 in total across the project duration)
o Social network contacts from the core community, such as 89 followers
on LinkedIn and 160 Twitter followers.
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● Nearly 1000 visitors seeing and reading about the project scope on the
Bloomen Week registration pages on GoToWebinar.
● 11 self-organised events: 2 workshops and 2 Pitstop Meetings with over 100
highly targeted, high level attendees and 7 virtual Bloomen Week events with
over 256 registrants and 125 attendees from key target sectors.
● Diverse exchange or collaboration with music/content rights associations, at
Hackathons, EU concertation actions, other EU projects, standardization
initiatives, academia, blockchain platforms (Alastria), industry associations,
start-ups and conference organisers.
● Development of a diverse cross-sector community related to Blockchain
Technology/Business and the creative Music, Media and Video industry
domains.
A mix of targeted communication instruments has been used during the project to
present the project to and engage with relevant stakeholders. In their aggregation, they
form the Bloomen cross-sector community created within the project. These
achievements provide a solid base for results exploitation at the end of the project and
beyond (Bloomen’s tested concepts, technology solutions and use case dApps).

4.2 Completed Task Schedule
D6.2 introduced this table of planned dissemination and communication activities,
which has been designed to serve as a checklist for work done during the project, with
reference to priority and responsibility. Colour coding provides a quick overview of the
status.
Not Due
Not Started (and should have been)
Ongoing
Completed (Multiple deliveries, each on-Track,
but not ended)
Completed (Final – action ended)
While the two previous deliverables provided updates of the table (tasks completed
versus ongoing), this version below presents the completed schedule at the end of
year 3. Due to the fact that all planned tasks have been realised, all activities are now
marked as “completed”. After the end of the project DW will continue to maintain the
Bloomen Website, the Twitter Channel and related hosting platforms for videos or
presentations as required for the agreed period.
Activity/Task

Status

Priority

Project Identity

Complete

2
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PowerPoint Template and Slide Pack
Website (initial launch)
Website Content Plan, Versions 1, 2 and 3
Bloomen Website Content and Version 2 &
3
Establishment Metrics System
Website - Growth & Monitoring
Social Networks - Twitter Setup (Active)
Social Networks - SlideShare Registration
Social Networks - YouTube Registration
Social Networks - LinkedIn Setup (Active)
Social Networks - Google+ Registration
Social Networks - Facebook Registration
Printed Media - Flyer Design/Printing
Printed Media - Business Card Printing
Printed Media - Generic Brochure (Digital)
Printed Media - Use Cases Brochure
(Digital)
Printed Media - Generic Poster
Printed Media - Scientific Poster
Printed Media - Banner
Publications - Press Release (Sept 2020)
Publications - White Paper
Publications - Scientific Papers (4x)
Publications - Newsletter
Publications - Other
Conferences Survey
Conferences Attendance
Conference Presentations
Generic Bloomen Presentation
Exhibitions Stall or similar (Pitstop 1)
Scientific Workshop
Industry Workshop
Collaboration - Cluster Events
Collaboration
Standardisation

Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete

1
1
1
1

DW
DW
DW
DW

2
1
1
2
2
2
4
4
2
3
2
2

DW
DW
DW/All
DW/All
DW/All
DW/All
DW
DW/All
DW
DW
DW/WLI
DW / UC-Ps

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
3
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

DW/ALL
DW/ICCS
DW
WLI/ALL
NTUA
NTUA
DW
All
DW
All
All
DW
ANT
NTUA
WLI
NTUA
NTUA
NTUA

Figure 38: Bloomen Activity Tracking Progress Table – Year 3 (Final)

4.3 Metrics Outline
4.3.1 Events Participation
Since the start of the project, Bloomen was represented at 41 industry events, which
were attended by over 30,000 participants (estimate). Among those, the project
reached approx. 2500 attendees directly with their presentations or panel
participations. Bloomen’s participation in events was a central component of the
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project’s dissemination strategy and therefore “above average” in terms of the number
of events covered. (Estimates are based on information from the organiser or the
attending Bloomen partner).
The second year of the Bloomen project was particularly active and “above average”
in terms of event attendance. In year 3, the “Blockchain” topic has received noticeably
less public and trade attention, resulting in fewer opportunities for conference
participation. Nevertheless, and despite the severe impact of the Covid-19 crisis from
February 2020, Bloomen has attended 9 events in the last year of the project (1 in
Technology, 4 in Blockchain and 4 in Media). Again, these included both smaller
national conferences, e.g. “InfoCom”, and large-scale community events such as
“Decentralized” conference, which can draw over 500 attendees and over 30 expert
speakers. Bloomen Events cover the areas Technology, Blockchain, Media and Policy.

Figure 39: Bloomen Event Calendar at M36

4.3.2 Bloomen’s own events: Pitstops and Workshops
Prior to Bloomen Week, the project organised four other “Pitstop” community
meetings and workshops for different types of target groups. In combination, they
reached around 100 carefully selected and targeted attendees.
● The first Pitstop Event was attended by 16 high-level professionals and
managers and it has been estimated by partner ANTENNA that more than
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100,000 people had the chance to see the TV and digital broadcasts related to
the event.
● The second Pitstop Event (Bloomen Ideathon) was attended by 30
professionals, founders and entrepreneurs. Again, around 100,000 people
could follow high-end TV and digital broadcasts of the event. In addition,
ANTENNA employed extensive digital marketing via digital channels,
community groups and website articles.
● The “Bloomen Workshop for Industry” was held as a sub-event at Worldline
TechForum eXplore, which gathered around 200 attendees from several
countries in Europe.
● The “Bloomen Workshop for Academia” was offered to a group of
undergraduate or postgraduate students and researchers.
These events achieved a deep impact on diverse target groups from the Bloomen
community, including:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Computer Science Academics and Students
Media and TV Professionals
Blockchain/Software Industry Professionals
Technology innovation community within the ePayment sector
Legal Professionals
Technology or Blockchain Start-ups
Students of Blockchain Business/Technology Courses
Members of the general public

At all these self-organised events it was possible for Bloomen partners to make new
contacts, reach potential customers or initiated future collaborations. Bloomen’s work
was presented and discussed, including major interim results.
The events are described in detail in chapter 3.5.4, 3.5.5 and 3.5.6 of this document as
well as in deliverable D6.11 and D6.12 (Bloomen Pitstop Reports).
4.3.3 Bloomen Week
Bloomen Week (see chapter 3.4.7) generated thousands of contacts with members of
the Bloomen communities and target groups before, during and after the Bloomen
Week events. Teaming up with other companies and groups was an effective strategy.
It is this aggregation of diverse contacts across digital channels and communities that
created a significant impact for the Bloomen Project and its results – much beyond
attracting registrants for the digital sessions. For this reason, we also include the
analysis of contacts made in this deliverable, although it is also part of the deliverable
“D6.13 Bloomen Week”.
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Summary: The target communities were well represented among 265 registrants and
125 attendees, which was due to targeted marketing activities to key stakeholder
groups and contacts, led by Bloomen use case partners and DW. The average interest
rating at 77% for the attendees across all virtual events was at the higher end, the
same applies to an above average attentiveness rating (69%). Bloomen Week was
attended by representatives from the following target sectors: 1. News Media and
Journalism, 2. Photographers and Photography Platforms, 3. Blockchain and
Technology Innovation, 4. Music/Creative, 5. Music Technology, 6. TV/Video, 7.
Education/Research and Financial Industry/Incubators. Attendees included start-ups
and representatives from major platforms or music labels.
Pre-event contacts
● Prior to the events taking place, nearly 1000 people (938) clicked on the
Registration Link to see the registration page. This page contained information
about the project and insight into the specific session contributions from the
Bloomen partners.
● The newly created Bloomen Week pages on www.bloomen.io attracted further
page views/visits in the period from their completion to Bloomen Week taking
place. (See the chapter 5.2.3 for communication metrics).
● Twitter contacts significantly increased during the Twitter marketing campaign
for Bloomen Week during May 2020. The campaign had significant impact,
visible by major increases in this period: overall 16800 Tweet Impressions (up
by 972%), top performing tweets with up to 90 impressions, over 150 profile
visits (up by 775%) and 35 mentions (up by 775%).
● Most importantly, there were the actual event registrations, which required
people to carefully review the information provided in detail in order to make
this decision. The Bloomen Week registrations across all events totalled 269
registrant contacts.
Event contacts
● The Bloomen project produced a total of 6 live virtual events, which totalled the
production of 11 hours of highly curated and interactive webinar content.
● These six events offered during Bloomen Week attracted a total of 152
attendees (out of the 269 registrants). The three Hackathon events attracted
32 attendees (out of 56 registrants). The three topic “days” had a total of 120
attendees (out of 213 registrants). The Bloomen Video Day had the most
attendees (48), followed by the Music Day (43) and the Photo Day (29). This
broadly reflects the size of the three respective industry sectors and typical
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attendee group sizes of webinars. According to GoToWebinar, 78% of webinars
have 50 or fewer attendees1.
● Bloomen Week events had an above average attendance rate of 58%
(according to GoToWebinar, the average attendance rate is 44%). All topical
events had average or significantly above attendance rates: Music Day (73%),
Photo Day (63%) and Video Day (44%).
● The average interest rating at 77% for the attendees across all events was at
the higher end, the same applies to the average attentiveness rating (69%).
Event audiences and attendees
Photo Day
DW focused its marketing on the following target groups: DW photo editors, the
technology innovation sector, public service and news media, journalism innovation
groups and the photography sector. This involved tailored emails to several
stakeholder groups and associations in Germany/Europe as well as addressing single
relevant business contacts and groups. As a result, the audience for the Photo Day
broadly covered these communities. It was equally split into representatives from the
following three sectors: 1. Media and Journalism, 2. Photographers and Photography
Platforms and 3. Blockchain and Technology Innovation. It was notable that the
audience contained not only individual photographers, but also representatives from
major photo platforms and venture capital. In addition to interested picture editors,
there were also technology and innovation managers.
Music Day
Bloomen partners BMAT and Kendraio mainly addressed the music and music
technology and Blockchain sector with their marketing for the Music Day. This
resulted in the majority of attendees originating from these sectors: 1. Music Industry,
2. Blockchain Technology and 3. Music Technology. The audience included one major
music publisher (out of the “Big 3”), one major independent music publisher, one
leading independent record label, three Collective Management Organisations (CMOs)
and six start-ups. Other participants came from Education/Research or the Financial
Industry/Incubators. Further, there were attendees from the creative and independent
artist sectors. The event attracted 15 C-level Directors/Heads.
Video Day
A considerable amount of digital marketing activities by Bloomen partner ANT led to
a good representation of the core target group, the TV/Media industry, and beyond.
The TV/Media sector showed participation from not only companies closely affiliated
with the Bloomen project but also other innovative organisations from this sector. In
1

Source: https://blog.gotomeeting.com/7-webinar-benchmarks-every-marketer-should-know/
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addition, there were organisations that have an interest in Copyright Protection and
Distribution, amongst them a production company as well as a leading football club
in Europe. Even more prominent was the attendance by various Private/Public
Research or Academic Organisations from different countries in Europe. Naturally,
there were also participants with other types of backgrounds, such as from Financial
Institutions (including one bank and a “Big 4” financial advisory company), as well as
other areas that are not directly related to media and blockchain.
Post-event contacts
● These contacts were mainly generated by sending follow-up emails to all
attendees (152) and also 117 absentees (registered but not attended). These
emails included information about the Bloomen project and its results as well
as links to the recorded event videos and presentation PDFs on the Bloomen
website.
● The Bloomen website made available the recorded event videos and
presentations given by Bloomen and external speakers, for those to see who
missed the event or have recently come across this opportunity. See
http://bloomen.io/documentation/
● In addition, there were a number of follow-up Tweets with links to Bloomen
Week materials and emails were sent to contacts who requested information
due to missing the live event, providing links to the recorded event videos and
presentations.
Since early June 2020, the Bloomen Website provides access to all event recordings
on a dedicated documentation page for all Bloomen Week events. For every single
event, the timing for each presentation in the video file is provided, allowing viewers
to select exactly the presentation they require.
4.3.4 Communication Tools
Bloomen website
The performance of the Bloomen website has been largely consistent throughout the
three years, showing ups and downs that are in line with market dynamics in the
Blockchain sector and Bloomen event promotion via the website, e.g. Bloomen Week.
Page Visits have been consistently above 1500, page views above 3000 and the
average time spent on the Website above 2 minutes. Due to the promotion of Bloomen
Week on the website and that interested users were able to click through to the
registration page of GoToWebinar, the site saw a natural increase of usage during this
month.
Below is a summary of key metrics for the Bloomen website:
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Bloomen
Metrics

Website

09/2017-01/20192

02/201908/2019

09/2019 -08/2020

Total

2589
5810

1626
3429

4594
9253

8809
18492

2 min 23s

2 min 39s

2 min 34

309

105

500

Visits
Pageviews
Average Time on
Website
Outlinks

The traffic by type of channel is shown below (summary for full project duration):

Direct Entry

5140

Search Engines

2666

Actions
per visit
2.3
2

Social Networks

228

1.5

53s

45

1.6

1 min 9s

Channel Type

Actions

Websites

Time
Website
3 min 24s
1 min 14s

on

Source: Matomo/Bloomen
Figure 40: Bloomen Website Metrics

The visitor map for period 08/2019 to 08/2020 is shown below:

Figure 41: Bloomen Visitor Map
2

Due to the introduction of GDPR rules in Europe we switched the metrics
software version, to comply with privacy regulations. As in the first phase, we are using
Matomo, a widely accepted metrics software, but under a new domain. As a result,
there is a switch in the metrics Feb. 2019. After that point the visits, pageviews and
other metrics are collected in a new instance.
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Twitter
By
the
end
of
the
project,
the
Bloomen
Twitter
channel
(https://twitter.com/bloomenio) reached 159 followers and over 15,000 impressions.
This has to be evaluated in the context of a hyped market environment, in which it is
more difficult to cut through with Blockchain related social media messages. Below
is the status for August 2020:
● 494 Tweets, up from 360 in 2019
● 391 Accounts Bloomen actively follows
● 159 Followers, up from 139 following accounts in 2019.
The Twitter channel was essential to be part of the conversation. This was specifically
clear during Bloomen Week. May 2020 was the best month in terms of Twitter activity,
reach and established contacts (e.g. participation in Bloomen Week). May 2020 was
also the best month in terms of Twitter reach with more than 15.000 impressions.

Twitter Metric
Total impressions
Number of followers

Total
127.400
160

Comment
08/2018 – 08/2020
Checks of follower accounts
show that the right community
was reached via this channel.

Total tweets
Top keywords

495
#blockchain #media
Figure 42: Bloomen Twitter Metrics
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Email newsletter
Bloomen’s email newsletter, published during year two, has attracted 50 subscribers.
It achieves “unique opens” of approximately 40-45%.
LinkedIn
The LinkedIn profile of the Bloomen project collected 89 contacts over the duration of
the project. Further visitor metrics are shown below, which reflect the high level of
interest from sales related contacts and the spike of visitors during Bloomen Week in
May 2020.

Figure 43: Bloomen LinkedIn Visitor Metrics (08/19-08/20)

4.4 Post Project Effect and Sustainability
It is important for the Bloomen Project to create impact even after the research project
period has been completed (after August 2020). WP6 has put several instruments in
place to achieve sustainability in this regard. Apart from exploitation work that
continues by the consortium and each partner (T6.2), this post project effect is mainly
related to dissemination, communication and community tasks (T6.1 and T6.4).
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Specific sustainability instruments for Bloomen that ensure future impact are:
● Continuation of the Bloomen project website for general reference
● Online availability of
o
o
o
o

Bloomen deliverables
Bloomen White Paper (results description)
Bloomen Week videos with Bloomen presentations
Bloomen scientific papers

● Bloomen press release, shortly after completion announcing results
● Digital Bloomen brochure, highlighting results for future distribution by partners
● Existing dissemination materials for future use (flyer, card, poster, etc.)
● Continued liaison with Bloomen community contacts or institutions
● Ongoing collaborations and communication with new partners/stakeholders
● Maintenance of use case demonstrators for showcasing to targets
● Continued collaboration with the Alastria Blockchain platform
It is foreseen that the website will be kept in operation for at least a year after the
project has ended and will then be changed into an archive of the project. It is also
planned to keep the key social channels such as Twitter and Linked for some time
after the project.
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5 Conclusion
The final year of the project focused on communicating Bloomen’s results in the
creative content sectors related to Music, Photos and Video as well as the Blockchain
technology area – using a diverse set of instruments with strong and sustainable
impact (see chapter 4).
The consortium successfully showed and demonstrated its Apps of the use cases and
the underlying Bloomen technology solutions – alongside general information and
explanation of Blockchain concepts and opportunities in the Media and Creative
Industries. In addition, there were several Bloomen community building events and
collaborations, notably Bloomen Week and the Bloomen Ideathon (Pitstop #2).
The hype around Blockchain technology changed significantly during the project’s
duration: From very high expectations in 2018 and a lot of momentum due to
speculation in crypto currencies, to the realisation that fully usable solutions will need
a lot of effort. Blockchain technology, as shown by the Bloomen demonstrators, can
change media asset handling in many ways for the better.
In view of the diverse activities conducted for task T6.1 and T6.4 as well as the overall
impact metrics the project has built a solid foundation in the last year to support the
exploitation of project results beyond the end of the project. There are existing
industry connections and diverse digital materials to support this aim. The project was
able to fully continue its efforts despite the disruption of the Covid-19 crisis in the
second quarter of year 3.
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